JNLA Lab Code | JNLA 170386JP
---|---
Date of Accreditation | 19 July 2017
Latest date of issue | 19 July 2017
Name of Laboratory | UMOU Science Lab
| JCN 8190005010877
Address | 3255, Yamaoyodo, Meiwa-cho, Taki-gun, Mie, 515-0303, Japan
Inquiry | Tel: +81-596-34-3939
| Fax: +81-596-34-3906
Accreditation Standard | ISO/IEC 17025:2005 (Testing)

* JCN : Japan Corporate Number

Scope of Accreditation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testing methods</th>
<th>Numbers of JIS, clause and sub-clause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Test for feathers - composition | (Test Method Standard)
| JIS L 1903 8.2 |
| Test for feathers - filling power | (Test Method Standard)
| JIS L 1903 8.3 |
| Test for feathers - oil and fat content | (Test Method Standard)
| JIS L 1903 8.4 |
| Test for feathers - moisture regain | (Test Method Standard)
| JIS L 1903 8.5 |
| Test for feathers - turbidity | (Test Method Standards)
| JIS L 1903 8.6 |
| Test for feathers - oxygen number | (Test Method Standard)
| JIS L 1903 8.7 |

Remarks: The latest scope of accreditation that are published on the official gazetta, IAJapan web site and so on are applied to the detail of scope of accreditation.